
BEST BET: RACE 6, PAT THE BEAR

FIRST RACE
SOPHIA DEL SOL has been knocking on the door with two nice 2nds to start her career at GG. Yes, both came vs. 
cheaper and on synthetic, so she’s had to ship, steps up in price and tries dirt for the first time but she’s bred to 
handle dirt, bred to prefer this longer trip and doesn’t face much power. MISTY SLEW has shown flashes of ability 
including a 3rd for $40K on this track July 13. Her form after that was a bit dicey but she perked up with a  better 
3rd at this level sprinting at DMR Nov. 26 so she may be headed back in the right direction. Her lone sib is Beauty 
Ransom (1 win, $3K). CEE SAM’S GIRL’s best race, a 2nd, came in a situation just like this here Sept. 21. Her next 
two at SA and DMR weren’t as nice but maybe returning to this place can get her back on track. All four sibs are 
winners including Painted Woman (2 wins, $124K, 2 SPs including a G2).

SECOND RACE
SOUTH TEXAS LINGO blew the start and was unable to recover in a spot like this at DMR Nov. 11, ending up 7th. 
Cerin saw fit to claim him that day (24% off a claim) and returns him to an identical situation, which encourages. 
It’s also a good sign leading rider Roman takes the call. BROADWAY NIKA is a tough old pro - you don’t win 13 
times by accident. He comes off a sharp 3rd sprinting here Dec. 2 but is more than proven at this longer trip (5 
wins). FREDDIES DREAM got shuffled back on the far turn in a spot like this at DMR Nov. 11 and while he got going 
again was unable to threaten, finishing 5th. Still, it was encouraging he kept to his task and he can surely do better.

THIRD RACE
TIME FOR CIOPPINO is not only the most experienced in here (8 starts), he’s the ONLY one with experience in here. 
And while some may see that as a drawback, he’s run well enough often enough to merit the call here, specifically 
coming off a decent 3rd in a race just like this here Nov. 30. That experience edge may be the difference as he faces 
nothing but firsters. NORTH COUNTY GUY has worked smartly for his debut. His three sibs are all winners including 
Cordiality (6 wins, $210K). TIZ PROOF also boasts some smart, local works for his first career start. His sire was a 
top-class sprinter and this guy has one winner from two sibs (Line Leader, 1 win, $52K).

FOURTH RACE
JUST BE HELD has speed and the rail, never a bad thing here. Not only does she drop in price, she goes from open 
to restricted (N2L) foes, making the drop that much more significant. Note two solid efforts the only two times she 
tried this track in the summer. CORONADO COOL finished with interest to be a good 2nd vs. cheaper at SA Oct. 28. 
She’s been freshened some and has done some good work over this track (one 2nd, one 3rd in two tries). SAPO-
DILLA posted her only win here Sept. 17. While her best work has come when put right into the race, note her last 
start, a 3rd in a race in another sprint at this level here Dec. 1, came after a sluggish start, so she showed versatility. 
She gets blinkers and there’s a nice 3f work here since.

FIFTH RACE
BACKINTHEACADEMY looked completely rejuvenated when dropped at SA Oct. 19 as she blasted her rivals by 8 
lengths. She’s been freshened since but has worked well for this and it’s most encouraging they again do not risk 
her for a tag. TIZWAY THAT WAY comes off a good 4th vs. tougher on turf at DMR Nov. 17 (awarded 3rd via DQ). 
She was claimed in her prior start, a 15 1/4-length romp on AP Polytrack, wasn’t offered for a tag at DMR and is not 
offered for a tag here. She was off the board in her only prior dirt start but she’s bred for dirt and is a better filly now 
than she was then. EXACTAMENTE is a pro’s pro and continues in strong form. She’s won multiple times on dirt, 
turf and synthetic so she handles anything, and she’s likely the one to catch yet again.

SIXTH RACE
PAT THE BEAR just missed when a sharp 2nd (beaten a neck) in a race like this here Sept. 16. He hasn’t run since, 
which is a bit disconcerting, but is proven fresh and has run big in his only two tries here. That good run last time 
looks even better, too, when you note two he beat that day came right back to win. QUANTUM FORCE chased the 
pace vs. much more expensive here Dec. 3 before fading to 6th. In his defense, not only did he chased a fast pace 
and was facing tougher, that was his first start in 18 months. He can surely improve off that outing and with today’s 
big drop. JOHNS JOURNEY has posted three of his four career wins on this track, and all four at this distance. He 
drops for his first start in nearly three months and his last win came off a similar layoff.

SEVENTH RACE
BE A LADY won two straight this summer, including one here, before chasing a brisk pace and fading at about this 
level at DMR Nov. 1. Glatt claimed her (22% off a claim), brings her back for the same price and gets Roman to ride. 
PLANE LUCKY has been knocking on the door and a sharp 2nd to the talented Pica at SA Oct. 29 says she holds her 
form. Her speed can have her in it from the start. DREAMY GAL dueled and finished a good 2nd at SA Oct. 6 but then 
chased the pace, was in tight and gave way at DMR Nov. 1 at about this level. She was favored that day so somebody 
saw something they liked. She could easily bounce back and has three strong drills since, including two bullets.

EIGHTH RACE
RAISING AIDA debuts for Baffert, who of course is well known for firing first time out. Just a week ago he won with 
firster Heck Yeah here and he’s having a big meet overall (6 for first 11, 55%). RAISING AIDA has plenty of works so 
she looks fit, and some fast ones so it appears she has speed. LOVING MOMENT, another firster, is by strong sire 
Uncle Mo (2yo champ) and also sent out by a trainer (D’Amato) who does well first time out. A full work tab says she 
has a foundation. GRACIOUS ME debuts for Cerin with plenty of works, so she appears fit, including some brisk 
ones. She also lures the leading rider. D D’S LUTE is the best of the few experienced hands as she kept to her task 
decently to be 4th in a race like this here Dec. 1.
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